Thank you for auditioning for

COCOMELON LIVE – NATIONAL TOUR
ROLE: TOM TOM
For this self-tape submission, please prepare the following:
-The Dance Combination included.
-The side in this packet. (To be acted out with MP3 voice over)
-One of the improv scenarios included at the end of this packet – pick one and act it out for us. Feel free to include/attach your dance reel to the submission as well, if you have one.
NOTE: Please tape in landscape and begin with a slate: your name, height, location and let
us know briefly what excites you about being a part of this touring company.
Important note: This is FULL costume character work with dance. If you are not
comfortable with dancing/performing in full costume, please decline this self-tape
request.
Please reach out if you have any questions or any issues accessing the requested
materials. S2bncasting@gmail.com
Thanks so much!
Wojcik Casting Team

You will physicalize this text as if you are Tom Tom, but to a voice over recording!

CoComelon LIVE
Sides
TOM TOM
SIDE 1
Tom Tom
Look J.J! Books are one of my favorite ways to use my imagination!
I learn so much when I read all different kinds of books. Especially when they are about space!
J.J
Really?
Tom Tom
Yeah! I love imagining that I can float around in space just like the stars.
J.J
Wow, that sounds exciting!
Tom Tom
It sure is. All you have to do is use your imagination and you can go anywhere! I can imagine I'm
riding a bike, (does the action), or surfing, (does the action), or an astronaut getting ready to take off in
a rocket ship!!
(JJ trys imagining and doing the action with Tom Tom)
Scenarios to physically act out, no words
1. Mom and Dad surprise you and take you to the beach. You see the beach and are so excited,
and you build a little sand castle that you are very proud of.
2. You are on a hike with the family and you just love picking flowers. You see some things along
the way...would like it to be clear on what you are seeing.
3. Your own improv
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MAKE STRONG PHYSICAL CHOICES!

